TOP VIEW

12m [39.4']

ANCHOR (DRAWING D-017)

~1m [3.3']

POST (DRAWING D-001/D-008)

2.5m [8.2']  2.5m [8.2']

Shortening of post illustrated below.

All posts in the terminal are shortened to the specified length

298mm [11.7']  364mm [14.3']  396mm [15.6']  444mm [17.5']  492mm [19.4']  540mm [21.3']  588mm [23.1']  636mm [25.0']  684mm [26.9']  732mm [28.8']  780mm [30.7']

FIRST POST (FULL HEIGHT)

ANCHOR (DRAWING D-017)

GROUNDLEVEL

SIDE VIEW
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